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A popular new addition to The Tribune has been Rosemary’s advice 
column, The column was requested almost immediately after the 
first edition came out and has been a hit ever since. Leave it to 
Rosemary to solve the world’s poblems with her bubbly and 
positive spirit. 

Future editions will include a sports section, town events, want
ads, and coupons ads, and coupons to the mercantile store. If you missed an edition 
of The Tribune, please contact the editor for a copy. The Hope 
Valley Tribune comes out every three weeks on Tuesday around 
1pm Mountain Standard Time. The Tribune is expanding to social 
media sites even though technically they don’t exist yet.

like our most recent story highlighting the town bachelor lee coulter. We
can all agree that his charm is a secret super power. “I was in the general
store buying an apple, and Lee smiled at me. The next thing I knew I walked out 
with a tomato not realizing I’d grabbed the wrong item,” says Florence 
Blakely. We’d like to take this opportunity to warn the single ladies that if 
you encounter Lee, you might just fall under his spell.

TTo the dismay of millions of women, one town resident was recently taken off 
the most eligible list, Mountie Jack. He recently went public about his 
relationship with Elizabeth. Jack’s announcement broke hearts across the 
nation when it hit our newstands. We recently heard the pair were on the outs 
when Jack accidentally taped over Elizabeth’s TV show, but we feel strongly 
they will work it out. We saw Jack stop in at the new FroYo shop recently 
opened by Florence and Molly. We were able to make it over to try their
lalatest flavor - the butter-rum delight.  If you are looking for a place to eat 
your emotions, head over to FloMo’s FroYo for a little sugar. For those who
are watching their figure so they can fit into their corset, the shop has taken 
the liberties of posting the calories of each yogurt flavor on the menu board.

“I’m so excited the town has a newspaper. It will be a good tool 
for educating the children on societal issues,” said Elizabeth 
Thatcher, the town teacher. “My favorite part was finding out 
how Rosemary began her acting career. I will definitely be 
holding on to that information to use at a later date.” 

The Tribune takes pride in providing the general public articles 
tthey can really sink their teeth into, like the new bean burrito
at Abigail’s Cafe. We are still waiting for Abigail’s newest
creation, “The Twinkie” to hit the menu. Unfortunately, there 
have been some patent delays due to Mayor Gowen holding out 
for a name change to “Gowen’s Goodie.”.While we wait out the 
final decision, we will continue to have more heartfelt articles 

What has the town of Hope Valley so excited these days? Hope Valley now has a 
newspaper! Now residents are in the know about what is going on. After three 
editions, The Hope Valley Tribune has sky rocketed into popularity with the 
citizens. We, at the Tribune,are excited the paper has been received so well, 
and plan to keep knocking out editions every month. How else will you get the 
latest scoop?

AlAlthough the paper is mostly made up and has no intrinsic value whatsoever, it
seems that is irrelevant to its increasing popularity. The Tribune has discovered 
the perfect mix of made up stories and random shenanigans to keep people 
entertained. However, keeping people entertained is not really 
a challenge when you consider the most interesting thing that happened in town 
recently was a lost dog, which was found 20 minutes later. The Tribune has 
enjoyed interviewing many of the town’s main residents. An outsider might 
sugsuggest the town is too good to be true, but Hope Valley truly is a nice place.  
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